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1996 Constitution laid the framework for
developmental local governance in South Africa
…
• Constitution sought to transform social relations in post-apartheid SA:
– Required progressive realisation of Bill of Rights, via responsive government
– Established 3 spheres of distinct, interrelated and independent government: local
government with broad (and expanding) functional responsibility for local planning, services
and management

•

Deep managerialist reforms to LG
system to deracialise &
modernise municipal structures,
systems & fiscal arrangements
from 2000:
•

•

Bureaucratic: PFM reforms to chart
of accounts, SCM, in-year / annual
reporting & financial statements with external audit (MFMA)
Developmentalist: strengthen
transparency and citizen participation
through integrated planning and
community participation (MSA)
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… that laid the foundation for major successes
in universalising access to basic services
% households without access to basic services in
major cities

•

•

Reforms tended to strengthen central
oversight, rather than downward
accountability through citizen engagement
SA, despite middle-income, remains
characterized by very high unemployment,
poverty and significant inequality rooted in
apartheid
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Rising
discontent …
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... exposed the limits of managerialist reforms,
particularly from 2008
• Rising citizen service delivery
protests, dis-satisfaction,
perceptions of corruption
• A resurgence of transactional (neopatrimonial) local politics:
– Increases in irregular, fruitless and
wasteful expenditure

• Limited impact of standard anticorruption instruments
– Tick box participation processes
– Proliferation of anti-corruption
charters, codes of conduct &
conferences (!)
– Ever tightening central oversight
(SCM & minimum competency
requirements)
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... while civil society initiatives faced their own
constraints
• A number of interesting
civil society initiatives
have emerged
• These initiatives need
data to succeed
– Often tripped up by
contests over the
accuracy of the data
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A simple model for accountability: WDR, 2004

• Strengthening accountability
requires downward and
upward accountability to work
together
• Transparent, regular
information is essential to
both effective citizen voice
and holding providers to
account
• The centre can intermediate
(complement) local
accountability through sharing
information widely and
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strategically (Devas, 2003)

National Treasury realised it had an important
resource to share, to stimulate citizen oversight
•

Since 2003/04 National Treasury has
collected extensive municipal financial
data in standardised formats
– housed in Local Government Database and
Reporting System
– Used for central oversight / regulation and system
wide analysis
– Updated monthly & quarterly through mandatory
municipal submissions
– Audited annually

•
•

Includes extensive information on
budgeted and actual revenues and
expenditures, assets and liabilities
Treasury interpretations of the data were
already ’open’ (pdf’s published on
website), but:
– Was concerned about the quality of municipal
submissions (errors, etc); and
– data was not being utilised by those needing it for
bottom-up oversight and accountability

Starting points
• Initial project concept was to procure a service provider to
develop “citizen-friendly” annual reports on each municipality
and a government app
– Approach was reframed due to (a) high cost and IT execution risks, and
(b) learning from the other open data initiatives

• New project design recognised:
1. The need to partner with civil society in a participative project
development process
2. The aim is to empower users through civic education to exercise
accountability. Data and technology are only the inputs into this process
3. The need to cater for diverse capabilities to engage with data
4. The need to stimulate an “ecosystem” of analysis, based on
comparable, verified and readily available data
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1. We partnered with Civic Tech NGO, Code4SA
(now OpenUp) and engaged civil society together

2. Civic education is central to creating
and supporting demand for data …

… and local-level accountability processes are
more important than data or technology

3. Design for diverse numerical literacies and
technological capability
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4. Encouraging an ecosystem built on a raw data API
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Launched on 26 October 2016, it has been
well received.
Instrumental Value?

Symbolic Value!

As at 9 May:
• 35 651 Unique Users
• 200-300 users per day
• API has 20 users per day, but
45% return rate
• Top 10 Reports drawn show
mostly urban usage
• Significant media engagement
and social media presence
through data journalism academy
of OpenUp
• Is it making a difference yet?

Other spin-offs
• Spurred other departments and part
of treasury to expedite the open
sharing of data and OGP
commitments
• Other government departments,
parastatals are using it as a source
of data and as a training resource
• Transparency International found
that in SA, “too few key anticorruption datasets are available as
open data. The National Treasury is
setting the pace; others need to
follow” in its report on “Open Data
and the Fight Against Corruption in
SA”

Off to a good start, but exciting opportunities
for further development

Imminent Developments
•
•
•
•

Expand to include service delivery data
Introduce comparative household bills (rates and tariffs)
Capital projects geographically plotted for citizen tracking
Special focus on metros, given usage trends and additional data sets
available

Future Considerations
•
•
•

Conduct participatory evaluation with civil society on usage and impact
Procurement and payments to suppliers
Value for money assessments of municipal infrastructure spend
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Lessons learnt so far …
• Strategic Incrementalism
– Go with the grain of existing systems and initiatives
– Anticipate resistance from vested interests
– Seize opportunities
• Don’t let perfection be the enemy of progress
– Few data systems are perfect: trust that public engagement with
datasets will improve data quality
– Commit to ongoing evaluation and development / course correction
• Partnerships mean moving beyond comfort zones
– From “hackathons” to “data quests”
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Thank you
• Check out
– www.municipalmoney.gov.za
– www.municipaldata.treasury.gov.za
• Email any queries to
– David.Savage@treasury.gov.za
– Nishendra.Moodley@treasury.gov.za
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